HANSON PHOTOS THE FALLOUT
That is not me in those
photos. It is definitely
not me. No question
about it whatsoever,
that is not me. I will
accept that there
e
is a resemblance
e
but it is not me

I believe
beli
it is [Ms
Hanson], but I also
Hans
believe I might be
wrong. If there is
another Pauline out
there I’m asking her
er
to come out too,
that would solve it

I’m not
n absolutely sure
these are photographs
of Pauline Hanson,
I’m only 99.2 per cent
sure. If I were in court
I would say that there
e
is a very high degree
e of
anatomical similarity

Pauline Hanson last
Monday at a press
conference

Jack Johnson on
Today Tonight

University of Adelaide
anatomy professor
Maciej Henneberg

Battler caught
in the spotlight
By JENNIFER SEXTON
THE man at the centre
of the Pauline Hanson
scandal, Jack Johnson,
is a classic ‘‘battler’’.
He lives on a publichousing estate and
gets around by bus or
bicycle. He has three
cancerous bone
tumours, so medical
treatment and debts
are constants in his life.
The 52-year-old
admits he has made
mistakes. Plenty.
But the biggest of this
ex-soldier’s life occurred
last week: going public
about his alleged fling
with Ms Hanson 30
years ago.
He still believes he
had a weekend romp
with her, but conceded,
as he wobbled through
three appearances on
Today Tonight, that it
was possible he had the
wrong Pauline.
Mr Johnson says his
biggest mistake was
selling the pictures
and telling his story.
‘‘I will be honest with
you: I was stupid,’’ he
told The Sunday
Telegraph last week.
‘‘I try to be a decent
human being, but I am
made a mongrel out
of this.’’
The problem for Mr
Johnson’s credibility is
his tenuous hold on the
past. He says cancer
treatment and painkillers have played
havoc with his memory.
And the events in
question were more than
30 years ago, two decades
before Ms Hanson
became a national figure.
Mr Johnson can’t
name the shop nor the

suburb where he met a
woman who wore the
name tag ‘‘Pauline’’.
The resort he
nominated wasn’t open
in the late 1970s, when
he says he was there.
He has declined to
help verify crucial
elements of his story.
He also declined a
request from The
Sunday Telegraph
to retrieve his army
records to support
claims he was based
in Townsville with 2/4
Battalion, the Royal
Australian Regiment
and trained at the
Oakey aviation base.
Anger directed at him
by army veterans last
week hurt him most.
The Sunday
Telegraph contacted
the 2/4 Battalion’s
commanding officer
and regimental
sergeant-major from
that era, but neither
had heard of him, nor
could they identify him
from a picture.
‘‘All I know about Jack
Johnson is what I read
in the paper,’’ retired
warrant officer class 1
Jan Hemerik said.
Before last Sunday,
Mr Johnson’s life was
unremarkable. He hung
out at the CanterburyBankstown Tennis and
Bowls Club.
One of his mates, Max
Hartas, said that on a
fishing trip a year ago,
Mr Johnson had
mentioned his alleged
history with Ms Hanson.
‘‘He said he had an
affair with her when
they were 18. I just
shook my head and
said, ‘Yeah, yeah’,’’
Mr Hartas said.

Photo gurus:
majority rule
it’s not Pauline
By NICK LEYS
THE experts have spoken and, in a
majority rule, the controversial pictures published in The Sunday Telegraph last weekend are, in all likelihood, not Pauline Hanson.
The Sunday Telegraph commissioned its own analysis of the Hanson
photographs by two independent and
internationally recognised facialrecognition authorities.
Three other experts had their say
during the week, meaning five expert
opinions have now been delivered.
Three believe the images were not
of Pauline Hanson, one was certain it
was Ms Hanson, and the fifth declared the images a 58 per cent
chance of being Ms Hanson.
But seven days after The Sunday
Telegraph published the Hanson
photographs, the nation remains divided over the identity of the woman in
the 1970s shots.
Is the Pauline in the photographs
taken by former soldier Jack Johnson
the same Pauline who went on to
forge a career as a firebrand conservative politician?
Or is it a completely different
woman, as Ms Hanson herself stated
during a press conference at the
beginning of last week, announcing
legal action against media organisations who published them (including
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The central purpose of The Sunday
Telegraph is to serve our readers
and the paper acknowledges
many of you believe the paper
overstepped the mark
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The Sunday Telegraph, Channel
Nine and Channel Seven)?
Everyone, it would seem, has an
opinion. And the issue has ignited a
firestorm debate about the media,
privacy and the public interest in
which this newspaper has come
under heavy fire from readers.
Early in the week, forensic anatomist
Dr Meiya Sutisno, of the University of
Technology, Sydney, said the images
were probably not of Pauline Hanson.
The eyes were too close together,
the nose too narrow and the neck too
thick, Dr Sutisno said.
‘‘The most obvious difference is the
nose. The young woman’s nasal
bridge is high, prominent and projecting, and more narrow. Pauline
Hanson’s nasal bridge is quite wide
and thick,’’ she said.
‘‘If you look closely at them, it
doesn’t look like Pauline at all.’’
Dr Sutisno’s opinion was supported
by RMIT University associate profes-

Whether or not it’s Pauline
Hanson, surely there must be more
positive and pleasant headline
topics than what you have offered
your readers as of late
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sor Gale Spring, an expert in forensic
photography, who said it was obvious
the pictures were not of Ms Hanson.
‘‘My impression was that other
than the eyes and a bit of the mouth,
the facial proportions were not right,’’
Professor Spring said.
But another equally qualified analyst, University of Adelaide anatomy
professor Maciej Henneberg, said the
images were ‘‘99.2 per cent sure’’ to be
of Ms Hanson.
He added that he was sorry she was
in ‘‘this terrible situation; this should
not happen to anyone’’.
Professor Henneberg calculated a
0.8 per cent mathematical probability
that two random people would have
such an array of closely matching
characteristics, including the same
body build, eye colour, face shape,
relatively high position of mouth, narrow upper lip and wide, straight nose.
The woman’s asymmetrical face
closely matched Ms Hanson’s own
face, he said.

